


Savanna Private Game Reserve is an exclusive five-star lodge  

situated in the internationally famous Sabi Sand Reserve, within the greater 

Kruger National Park conservation area. It offers outstanding game viewing, 

personalised service and luxurious accommodation to a  

limited number of discerning guests.

The lodge has nine magnificent suites, seven of which have tented roofs  

above draped ceilings blending the elegance of a by-gone colonial era with all 

the convenience of modern facilities. 

Specially designed game viewing vehicles and highly trained guides with a 

vast knowledge of the African bushveld, take guests on close and intimate 

encounters with a large variety of rare and wonderful creatures. 

From the mist shrouding the bush at dawn till the blazing sun sets behind 

distant mountains, the magic of a private African safari will  

provide unforgettable memories.

Just a little different



Relaxing in the comfort of the main lodge with its spacious patio, or at the  

pool looking out over lush gardens and floodlit waterhole,  

guests may be treated to fantastic views of elephant, buffalo,  

rhino and a variety of other animals.

The Main Lodge



The thatched Savanna Suite is tailor-made for families wishing  

to share private time together in elegant, stylish surroundings. Two en-suite 

bedrooms on either side of a spacious, beautifully appointed lounge, and large covered 

patio for al fresco dining, provide an idyllic ‘home away from home’ safari option.

The Savanna Suite



We live only to discover beauty. All else is a form of waiting.” 
Kahlil Gibran



Three Executive Suites offer an ‘Out of Africa’ experience with canvas roofs above 

draped ceilings, set on permanent structures. The romance of sleeping in a  

Bedouin-style tent, combined with the comfort, privacy and safety of solid walls, creates 

the ultimate African safari atmosphere. Each suite boasts a lounge area and  

covered wooden deck with private plunge pool.

Executive Suites



Four Luxury Suites also have tented roofs above solid walls, offering the best of both 

worlds — old-fashioned romance and modern comfort.

Luxury Suites



“Everything in Africa bites,  
but the safari bug is worst of all.”
Brian Jackman

Going on safari in an open game viewing vehicle offers the opportunity  

to see the big five, as well as cheetah, wild dog, hippo and crocodile,  

plus an abundance of general game and over 415 bird species. 

 

Experienced and dedicated game rangers and trackers, skilled in the ways  

of the bush, ensure a safe and memorable safari experience.

The Safari Experience





It is almost impossible to watch a sunset and not dream.
Bern Williams



Gourmet dining is an essential component of the Savanna experience 

with traditional local dishes adding spice and variety to the best international fare. 

Cuisine is of the highest standard with emphasis on quality and presentation. 

Dynamic menus allow a perfect marriage with award winning wines. 

Dining at Savanna



S 24 51 483
E 31 24 206

Locating Savanna
Savanna Private Game Reserve is situated in the western sector of  

the Sabi Sand Game Reserve within the southern quarter of  

the greater Kruger National Park conservation area.

Savanna traversing rights 
within the Sabi Sand

River

Sabi Sand entrance gates

Reservations 
P.O. Box 3619, White River, 1240, South Africa 
t: 27 (013) 751 2474   f: 27 (013) 751 3620
The Lodge – Sabi Sand Game Reserve 
t: 27 (013) 735 8700   e: res@savannalodge.com

www.savannalodge.com




